ASB President Admits Discrimination Charges True
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Lee Promises Protestors
immediate Investigation
III .111,I

raiial

he cnld not control all his people
and that if they are met by a
barrage of bottles and garbage the
demonstrators would retaliate in

In -ii 111111

guns’ S.turday night at Simrtan
cani- Stadium.
"The field will be covered with
i pus sure’ gisell "legitiniars
:is many as 1.000 demonstrators,"
se-mrday by temporary Asli I he promised, Edwards sated that
2 i1,
l,tit Vic Lee.
liar.a- of

i011

around Ilic

Iti a campus-wide
ron
ferenee. Lee called for a full
insestigat.
of the accusation::
made hs harry Edwards \Ionelas at a Seventh Street rails.
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Negro Leader Attacks
’Racist’ Greek Row

Edwards, an instructor of sociology and anthropology and head
"Racist %%hay- fraternities and sororities to continue. as recognized
of the United Black Students for
Action IUSBAt was also present sororities at SJS were placed on campus organizations, the Greek
system itself was attacked as the
the chopping block yesterday.
at the conference.
At a special meeting called by breeding ground of racism on the
He has charged racial discriminSJS President Robert D. Clark SJS campus.
ation in campus housing, athletics,
The two hour session, attended
to discuss charges of discriminasororities and fraternities.
tion in student government and by more than 200 persons. at times
"I have, in fact, heard of in- student organizations, prof Harry became an arguing ground for both
stances in which racial discriminaEdwards of the Sociology and An- Negro and Greek representatives.
tion has occured within the comthropology Department claimed Several times Dr. William Dusel,
munity, and, therefore, believe
fraternities and sororities on the SJS administrative vice president,
that there is legitimacy to the
SJS campus are and have been interrupted speakers to restore
charges," said Lee.
"racist" in nature.
order.
Answering charges of racism
Prof. Edwards, head of the
HOUSING LIST REQUESTED
United Black Students for Action, and discrimination, Inter-Fraternlie has requested the college levied charge after charge the ity Council (IFC) secretary Larry
Housing Office to forward to his Greek system at SJS is discrimina- Scott said the IFC had called a
office a copy of the approved tory. He said if it does not rectify special meeting Sunday night to
housing list, including fraternities the situation, he and his group discuss the crisis.
and sororities and promised "im- will see it closed down.
Scott said that five or more framediate implementation of the
Although the administration re- ternities have offered space to
Student Housing Committee to re- ceived most of the blame for per- Negro athletes in their houses as
check the list for and discrimina- mitting "racist" fraternities and soon as rush has ended.
tory practices, either on a de jure
*
*
*
or de facto level."
JIrn K, Ii

fain demands are not met. The Black Students for Action plan a
rally at the football game with the University of Texas in Spartan
Stadium scheduled for 8 Saturday night.

ASB PRESIDENT VIC LEE and Harry Edwards discuss the housing discrimination charges brought out by the United Black Students for Action. The meeting saw Edwards promising further
demonstrations by the Negro organization which he heads if cer-

San Francisco’s Mime Troupe To Present
Anti-War Satire on Seventh Street Friday
The controversial San Francisco
Mime Troupe will present "L’
Amant Militaire", an anti-war satire, Friday from 1 to 3 p.m. on
Seventh street. The Resistance and
Students for a Democratic Society are sponsors of the free
drama.
In addition to the troupe’s performance, David Harris. former
student body president of Stanford University and a critic of the
VietNam war, will speak.
Harris is now working for the
East Palo Alto Resistance, a group
which counsels young men on alternatives to the draft.
The Mime Troupe, founded in

1959 by R. G. Davis, is a group
dedicated to "breaking through
aristocratic and square notions of
picture-window drama’ so that
theatre can become a vital, radical
force."
Davis refers to the troupe as
the "Guerrilla Theatre" because of
Its estrangement from the commercial theatre. He was arrested
while performing in the play
"Candelaio" in a San Francisce
park.
The city’s Recreation and Park
Commission had refused the troupe
a permit for the performance on
grounds that it had "vulgar" material in the script. The commis -

sion’s decision was later reversed characters which appear in every
by court order.
play.
Performances of the mimes are
open for improvisations and spontaneous dialogue -sometimes even
with the audience, according to
Davis.

The characters are: Pantalone,
a crafty and lecherous merchant;
II Dot lore, a loud -mouth pedant;
Arlecchino, a wily, nimble-footed
harlequin; a fair damsel who is
Invariably in distress, and assorted
"L’Amant Militaire," translated
from Goldon’s Italian play by lovers, scheming servants and
Betty Schwimmer, was adapted for wicked mothers-in-law.
"commedia presentation" by Joan
The play deals with the diffiHolden. "Commedia" began in culties which arise when a large
Italy in the sixteenth century.
powerful country invades and ocIt is a highly stylized form of cupies a smaller nation which is
drama in which there are stock in the throes of civil wit%

Dr. Paul Roberts,
Linguist, Scholar,
Dies in Rome
Prof. Paid Rohe’’, former SJS
professor and a nat truly prominent linguist, died Stpt 14 in Rome
of a cerebral hemorrhage.
Known for his work in linguistics and writing textbooks,
Roberts left SJS in 1962 to direct
a program in Italy for teaching
English.
A 1940 SJS graduate, he joined
the faculty in 1947 following ditty
with the Merchant Marines during
World War 11.
Many of his text hooks applied
linguistic science to the teaching
of English. His English series for
grades three through six was recently adopted by the California
Textbook Association for use in
California public schools. Dr. Roberts was writing an English series
for high school at the time of his
death.
Surviving are his wife, Marcia,
alit thrts t’ttt thin.
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By JOHN WALLAH
Edwards stated he and his orSpartan Daily staff Writer
ganization are willing "to accept
The
Academic
Council
has
anything that promises to work
to get results," but that they are passed a resolution calling for ennot interested in carrying on a forcement of existing rules against
dialogue while the "mess" con- discrimination at SJS and for the
tinues to exist.
institution of new anti-discrimina
tion programs.
PLACES BLAME
The resolution claims that disThe one-time SJS basketball crimination against minority
star placed the blame at the door groups does exist in near campus
of the men’s athletic program, the housing and fraternities and so"racists" and the "lackadaisical rorities.
community of San Jose."
Meeting in special session yesHe said the Black Students are terday morning, the seven member
not willing to accept matters as executive committee unanimously
they now stand.
passed the resolution.
The wording of the resolution
Edwards, who holds a masters
degree from Cornell University, reads:
"Whereas’ Students who are
presented newsmen with a list of
demands from UBSA. He said his members of minority groups are
group will picket
today and becoming increasingly discouraged
warned that if demands are not due to discriminatory practices,
met. there would he no football particularly in the a MIS of Fra-

ternity/Sorority organizations and
near-campus housing, and,
"Whereas: rules outlawing such
discriminatory practices are part
of college policy,
"Be it resolved that: the executive committee of the academic
council of San Jose State College
finds all discriminatory practices
based on race, religion, or ethnic
grouping reprehensible and unequivocally s up ports the deliberative efforts of minority groups
on campus to further their fundamental rights to equality and
justice, and,
"Be it further resolved that:
The executive committee of the
academic council of San Jose State
College urges all members of our
community to join in the elimination of discrimination through the
enforcement of existing rules and
the formulation of effective new
programs where they are needed."

Campus Campground ’No Vacancy’
By DON COX
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
"No Vacancy" signs, something seen on
almost all living centers near the campus,
have forced some SJS students to take
drastic measures to find a place to stay.
But probably nothing matches what Senior Jerry Buzick tried to do about his housing problem, namely, pitching a tent on
campus.
Buzick, a 26 year old sociology major, and
his wife Gloria are among an estimated 200
SJS students currently feeling the pinch
of a reported "critical" shortage of nearcampus living quarters.
The Buzicks, like many other students,
have carried on a constant but fruitless
search for housing over the last few weeks.
What makes the problem even worse for
Buzick are his three children, ranging in
age from two to six, plus a dog and eat.
"We’ve been trying all day, every day
for the past two weeks to find housing. So
far we haven’t been able to mine tip with
a thing," Buziek said.
Two nights ago Buziek and his wife decided to do something about their problem.
Monday evening, around 10.30, the two
set up a tent on campus gmunds, between
the Science Building and the Library, and
facing Tower Hall.
The impmmtu living center was up for
only three hours before the Buzicks were
discovered by an SJS security guard and
five city policemen and told to move.
"There was no place else for us to go.
We set the tent up around 10:30, but three
hours later a security guard said we hail
to move," Buzick continued, "I said I
wouldn’t go so he brought the polioe. They
made us leave."
The tent experiment did not involve the
Buzick’s three children. They are staying
with Mrs. Buzick’s parents in Gilroy.
The couple was forced to leave their tem-

man of the group, explained that
Friday’s meeting will also be used
to propose a series of activities
for the week of Oct. 16-20.
The activities will tie in with a
national draft resistance movement planned by college instructors.
"Students are invited to our
meetings," Professor Eakin commented. "hut we feel it is time
for the college instructors who
oppose the war to take an active
an it as a group."
Eakins said SJS professors involved with the group will he
exclusively manning their own
tables, which he said is unprecedented in SJS history.
"It is our hope to keep our
organization fairly loose," Eakins
continued. "We merely want to aid
fellow instructors and professors
on campus in their participation.
We encourage assumption of the
work and responsibilities involved."

Class Fees Due
Registration packets anti class
fees are duo in Morris Dailey Auditorium tomorrow and Friday.
Students will receive their student activity cards upon payment
of fees.
Any packets turned in after
4 p.m. Monday must he accompanied by a $5 late fee unless the
student has a Monday night class.
Evening students may turn in
packets Monday between 8
and 8 p.m. or Tuesday evening
from 5 to 8.

"Until this mess is cleared up
for everybody, it is cleared up for
nobody," he said.

Faculty Group Passes
Discrimination Policy

.A1111111.1111r

Professors Against War
To Make Plans Friday
Professors against the War (in
Vietnami will meet Friday to map
plans for the coming year, according to David W. Eakins, associate
professor of history.
The meeting will begin at
3 p.m. in rooms A and B of the
cafeteria.
E:ikins. :lentil:- publicity chair-

Edwards, who says he represents
minority groups on campus, claims
the Negro bears the brunt of discriminatory practices.

L.

porary campus home bei. uaa’ of a sPormi
rule set down by SJS It silent, Dr. Robert I). Clark.
The rule sets a midnight curfew for students on campus during the week. No student can stay on campus grounds after
this hour, including Buzick and his tent.
"The security guard flashed his light, inside the tent and informed u.s of the rule,"
Buzick said.
"He told us that it was a personal rule
of President Clark’s," Buzick continued.
After being forced to leave the campus,
the Buzieks spent two hours sitting in the
San Jose Bus Depot on Market Street and
the rest of the night in their car.
"It’s really bad because all of our things
are in the ear," Buzick said.
"All I want is a place to live. My oldest
child WAS SUPPOSed to start school a week
ago," his wife added.
"The police were really nice when they
moved us out. They hail to be. They would
have either made martyrs out of us or set
some sort of precedent," Buziek continued.
The SJS senior is no stranger to tent
living. For the past two summers, he, his
wife and their three children have camped
out in the San Juan Batista area, north
of Salinas.
"That is fine in the summer, but we
can’t do it here." Mis. Buzick said, "We’ve
never hail tniuble finding it place to live
in San Jose before."
Right now the Buzicks are trying to get
permissien from the college to set up their
tent until they find a permanent place to
live.
"The college should he able to provide
its students with housing. School facilities
are supposed to he for the students, and
right now we need them more than anyone.," Hulick eoncluded.
The couple has no idea where they will
stay tonight as the sea rl’h goes on.
NI&

THIS IS HOME for the moment for SJS senior Jerry Buzick
and his wife Gloria. The Buzir.ks have fruitlessly searched for
permanent quarters for themselves, their three children and a
dog. In desperation they pitched a tent on campus but were
ordered to break camp by campus po!ic,?.
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They Found the Key
Negri, member- of the campus community have hound the key to unlocking doors market; -vvIiitios old)."
In rallies and public hearings this
verok members tof the I nittal lilack
Ii,,’ \taboo it s.ls’ have said.
misintei1111II ralni1Of
prilioil. that they ti 11111 restilts- -if the
the door- remain closed. they still

le -aid hi- 111.11111(1(1S NtMild be made
mow. no noire.
\ it investigation of Edward’s coin plaints has been started by the college administration. The Academie
Council. the local branch of the American Federation of Teachers atm! the
Associated Student litolv’s elected leaders have promised support for the

111111,1-11 do\
If I-. the fir-I time anyone ha- 1i -I e tied.
are protesting the "to\ ’I he
Ii tatit,it" iif black athletes %% Ito are
vvelconied on the field but forgotten
\s hell thcv leave the locker room. They
are protesting the -special tacticsused by fraternities and sororities
%%lien sertwitin...1 potential inenthers.
Iltst. more than anv thing: else_ they
are /1.011..tilig. the convenient ignorr.wial inequality by romplittame
-.
!dents have been refused
111.1,1
the ...nolo!, and. until this
ft it -It-Akins have g1/111 11111’ :111.11r11 thy’ ,111’ial
iI 1 L.:,
WC of the campus from the sidelines
irk. were ignored.
and. until 111.1
no hing.tor.
ignored
be
can
’Hwy
The 111’1111111k of the Negroes are
i. They seek no more or no less than
their f I
er, that a -king is not
enough that action rarely follows a

mov einent.
They have atisvvered Edward’s call
liecause they kilos% it is time to end
Is, . I.
bigittrv.
the

a’

Iri1110.11.

I

0
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,111(1011b,

.11.114.y

1004%

plea.
Itarry Edwards. the Negro sociology
professor who is the leader tof the 1,11’11IVA.. (Old his audience it a rall) \Iondav that if re-ult- were not forthcoming hi- follow ,r- S1111.1111 knOW liall
Brown and stokelv 1:artnichael -had
somethint!" iii their methods.
EDITOR’S NOTE: The Thrust and Parry section of the
editor:al page offers students and faculty a chance to
/1/0,005 their views on campus, local, national or in.
ternational issues. Space is allowed to encourage written debates on such current affairs. Contributions lb
Thrust and Parry must not exceed 250 words, must be
typewritten, double spaced within 45-space margins
ancl property signed with the writer’s name and faculty or ASB number. The Daily will not print letters
which are libelous, in poor taste or include a personal
attack. The editor reserves the right to edit or cut
letters to conform to space limitations and to cease
publication of ’otters dealing with subjects he be.
Ilene: have been exhausted
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Guest Room

Negro Pacifist Speaks on Black Power
EDITOR’S NOTE: Dr. Nathan Wright Jr., was al
key planner for last July’s Black Power Confer.
once in Newark, N.J. This article is taken from an
interview from The Christian Science Monitor in
which staff correspondent David Holmstrom questioned Dr. Wright on his concept of black power.
Dr. Wright holds six college degrees, including
d doctorate in religious education from Harvard.
A pacifist, historian, and poet, he is director
of urban work for the Episcopal Diocese in Newark.
By

l);% ii)

HOLMSTROM

ll’hy !thick Power?
Because it speaks to the two most perprolilents in our society identity
v
ciiipimernient for fulfillment.
clear that black people
It islia% 4. a negative -inl of identity. The very
term wc cis, I or black people ill the et.111.11S
-111,10,11111.- I mr smealled riots are a
form of -,11-cle,truction. a manifestati tttt of
selfdiate.
1nd thi- whole problem of self.identity
is a ’Jena -is, problem in American life.
If you look at the people who fill our jails.
our mental institutions. ills‘ [0.01111. N110 110
It. our iii%oret courts. thew are people %k b
ha c problem- of illetitio.
1,,,t is’ hit% e I.. do is empo%ver people
tll realize
significantl% black people
whate%er make potential the !lase .11
Call offer it and exercise it. To the
t
change. a Mae,
this meaniii’:,’ iii
1110 "or L:o..111111,111
1111i iiiii Milted tie
illilOOsorill,! Ills. for ..1111.1I fulfillment. Our
Milli) ill vetchurches aren’t either. NO
..rx incoentent ill ’,or society
in,
111.11 i- allowed Its -or 1. I% ill 10.1.0110. all
1.0111111111...1 10 1111.
i III 1011
,loi al .1. i.. Thl. \ tst ,rk tor the maintenance
ordor. old ,o1r1;11
Itin !Zap holln’1111
’rho rived 1111%%
11111el
%%Imre we are and ’,lyric,’ i
in for its to have a black purpo.e. to have
the mo-t creati%,. social
black power.
coneepi in our piewiii centurv. We will
aild to .nierican society, not lake from it.
It ’ore you ervr an integratiemist
.
I.- one of the reasons why
I care under-land why people won’t
ehange. There appear- 10 he a reason.
aldene-- about integration. Rtif I.%f Mi.
1.1111/1117.1.’.1111.11t
%ell
[pain of ho Mg to work coo a new synthesis
isis us II 111’0111.
Titer, 1- no rising ethnic group in this
nation that has mer asked for integration.
The\ have ii-keil for something that was
integration pins they ha%e asked for de.
gat ion whirl, means c leaning of the
’-lit,’, 1.ic,1 black pcople hae ask, cl for in.
tegration only %% hen white people people
N%110 represented power took over the civ
ihrights 11111.1111111 411111 101,4141
goaI’. im the black coin lllllll ity.
The %% hole lousiness of askiiit: for integration is an insult on its face. For one it
..1%- that a black man has no worth except
in the presence of white people. This is
foolltard%. If 00 rus Ili ill man 1.%11’ milW a
black man, the white mail wouldn’t he
%nil if 00 1/1111.k 111110 mer PilW
he wouldn’t Ire
a %dill,. 111.111 ill Ilk
cicuonc-Iced except iii a 1.30111iti sense, and
ni

1

By BOB KFNNE1
Dewey P. Jones. ace vollege reporter,
sers,
e
lllll
approached the
again
ta

iltmr I Lim, 1111011 about liii-

sits.

111.1i1111*

ple, behind their closed doors all over
the place, hail done to black people.

IF
big 1(,,it black and
white 111111?
Ii huimikour historical and cultural 1.X.
perienei has been different. These doctrinaire integral’’etc vain. trv to say all
people art’ alike are wrong. it. there is
a common Inimilititv. Intl vve take to th.
pie ex.
V11111111011 Immanitv our tov$ II
perience_ our unique integritv.

Is

i

I’

11

11411’11’1i( I’

Isn’t the concept id bkiek pincer
unreali.stie because there are many
opinions as ut tchat it ought to be?
No. A e’re not interested in consensus.
Black people. %% hen they conie together,
have Ill-Culled to reject anv %bite definition
of %hat thev are doing. Coweitsus means
you gather right down the middle. But
our purpose is to reach out in the %vides’
possilole embrace. A e’re interested in ill’
1.110.i%1.101,.. ill operational harmonv.
Isn’t your form, limited because ultimately
you are jt minority?
1. art. the largest minority in the nation. The %s hill. people aren’t togetlwr. It
is a ttiv ill to think they are. If black people. as a 15 per cent minoritv have any
111.1111/1allefl of togetherness. all kinds of
lw peeking its out to
N hilt’ groups
toil:di-see tinder our leadership. And we’ll
be the strongest force ill the nation.
Nov. let
get back to the Black Power
Ilut rrencr.

r brought together the most widely
re presenta [iv so assent blv 1)1 1/1111.k
for anv kind of suletantial purpose in the
historv iif this nation. The conference was
not designed to implement programs, but
to lay foundations for the th-velopment of
program- that could later hi’ implemented.
the
A e %%awed iii ii
it that N l ha 1’ into powerless,
VS
or debilitated in our present (ire
stance? How can Ise look at rut hat Ise have
been doing in terms of power to develop
some clues as to how NC‘ may develop
power for self-sufficiency and self.respect?
The ilv11111161,, NI set up permitted peoWallia.11 to. ’We
ple to rat’. %II:never
the militants
accepted the statenients
because it indicated %here they stood. It
is trite that there is a growing mood of
militancy among some lolack people. People rut hits bine beton deidt %kith unfairly
aren’t even human unless they express
their resentment. I consider so much that
55 it said in a negative way to he resentment. and I certainly do not buy it all.
1,1y feeling is that if a day later these
people had to cpre... their feelings again,
a lot of them %s old.’ have mollified their
statements.
toiler the mood of the so-called .riot
simationI in Nowaark I I think white people uere partitailarlv squeamish over what
blaek people might do behind closed
doors. Bid black people value together beI
closed doors to see if they could do
something different from what white peos

lVhat run the concept of black power
do right now to avert further riming?
It is only when people have a sense of
power to control their own destiny that
the conditions which lead to riots can be
eliminated. My feeling is that the work of
the Black Power Conference is going to
be too slow to prevent any rioting this year
tor next year or the year after that.
The only thing that I feel could be done
would be the precipitous facilitation of
black power by people in our middle and
upper classes of the white mum ’ty.
But these people do not have the predisposition to do it. In fact they would
much rather get ready to mediate riots
than they would to alter power relationships which would prevent riots.
We recognize that the problem of segregation in America is not an individual
problem, it is corporate discrimination by
white society as a whole: it is a cultural
value system that all of us art- inextricably
a part of. Black people must address it in
a corporate way. The root of our problem
in the United States is not the prejudices
of the white community against the black
t’oumiimmumutils. it is the faulty power dynamics exerrised by black people.
Black people have skewed power relations today. The immediate cause of our
so-called riots is white oppression. The
basic cause is pathology in the experience
of black people. And to prevent mounting
unrest black power is the thing that is
needed. The only way it can be facilitated
is by the help of those who are least inclined to facilitate the empowerment of
anyonethe white. middle class.
lime do you propose to "incline" them?
I address myself to this problem nearly
every hour of the day because I feel the
only alternative is disaster. One of the
things I try to do is to give people a lively
sense of the threat that is there PO that
they will be awakened out of their lethargy. I feel a lively sense of reality is our
hest hope. A’hite America is in for a tremendously nide awakening, and I would
like the awakening to be far more sober,
reflective, and helpful than riots.
r
How will black power be applied?
On those discrete points where all of
us see a need, our immediate corporate
resources are zeroed in on that need. And
we don’t need any relationship beyond
where we see specific needs for specific
times and specific circumstances. What
we 110 is to form a framework that will
bring our resources to tliscrete concerns.
io
And a discret , concern would be?
Maybe in politics, maybe in economics,
maybe in terms of bringing pressure to
hear on specific circumstances. Our plan
now is to develop the mechanism that
allows this to be olone. We do know, pragmatically, that such action does work.

"Mister Caulfield is a ru s’ns busy man.And she shot him a 110.1011g stare through
her hornrim glasses. "But I will re lll bud
him of your appointment. There was a pause and then she turned
to Dewey again. "Mister Caulfield still see
you now." Anil she pressed a button
opened a large oak door.
Inside the door, further back behind a
ntassive desk which reminded Dewey of
an altar, sat The Holden Caulfield.
"Jones?" The fat, balding 111101 in the
grey sharkskin suit said from between the
two phones lie held, one pressed to each
ear. "Hurry. I’m a very busy man!"
"Well, sir," Dewey said nervously. "I
wanted to interview you. You know, sir,
sort of get sonic tips from you on !tow col
lege students today can avoid being
phony."
The Holden Caulfield raised his right
eyebrow very high and the right side of
his mouth bent down into a fierce sneer.
"I don’t care if he’s filing bankruptcy!"
He yelled into the phone against his right
ear. "You squeeze that monev out tof
somehow!"
"You see, sir," Dewey said again, "millions of college students have read about
you and have joined you in your crusade
against phoniness. Imagine," Dewey said,
eyes sparkling, "a whole generation of
‘Catchers In The. Rye’!"
"For crissakes, Murray!" The Holden
in his
Caulfield yelled into the pl
left hand. "You either sell that stock at
a gain or I’ll break you and your whole
blasted office!" Then he dialed a new
number on the left-hand phone.
"What I mean." Dewey started to say
again, "is that there are millions of kids
out there who are revolting against the
traditional formula for growing up. Like
you, they don’t vvatit to sit behind a desk
for years and cultivate ulcers and have
to put up with phonies ail day."
"Listen Etlwl!" The Holden Caulfield
bellowed into the phone in his left hand.
"OK, dear. OK, I’m sorry I yelled. Yes,
I apologize. Just tell Timinv that daddy
can’t take him to the hall game this afternoon. I hate to work. special business."
"People," Dewey saiil, clenching his
teeth. "who are Irving to pot meaning and
love into their lives."Fred,- The Holden Caulfield said into
the phone in his right hand. ’’after you
ya,
get tlw though out of that vi-lcher
before he fits, his hankruptev ,tatement
look, Fred. he’s got a Ionise %sort!’ a buntired grand, he can sell that! Then meet
one out at the roursto about tvio. I need
18 holes after this day."
os down. "Well
Then he set both pl
Jones, stop your dribbling and sav what
you mean!"
"That’s all right," Dewey said, placing
a band on the gold door nob to the large
oak door. "I found out what I came to
hear." And wiping a tear away with a
nimble flick of his index finger, he
walked out of the office past the doom eyed secretary.

Guest Room

On Grades
By SANDY STROM
Just what is a grade? Supposedly, it is
a measure of one’s progress in a given subgreat agony to
ject. Students go thr
obtain good grades.
However, in our materialistic society
what can a person do with a grade? If
he is hungry chin he eat it? Hardly. If he
is in need of money can he sell it? Just
try it! If he is cold can he wear it? A
bit breezy, no doubt. Can he trade it in
for a newer model? Can it be used in
middle age? For what? If lie is sick will
it heal? Ever try taking a grade every
four hours?
What, then, is a grade? I guess it is
just a great big security blanket. A good
grade builds confidence and a poor grade
shatters the student’s security. As long as
he can he in college and make good grades
lie can consider himself safe. Safe from
what? Safe from the draft? Safe from
facing the world as it rt-ally is? A big
defense mechanism.

AFT Blasts College
Racial Discrimination
The American
tit
Teachers I AFT), M
lay, it:it erat ed its opposition to racial discriminaation in housing and education.
The faculty group is "prepared
to act quickly to help end any cut-rent abuses of students’ civil
rights at this college." according
to a statement from John A.
Gains, president of the S.1S chapter of AFT.
Dr. Galm spoke in the midst of
a Negro protest group’s eharges
of discrimination in off-campus
it
housing. Galm charged that discrimination is practiced in some
college programs.
The AFT called upon President
ONLY NINE more stories to go, a few finishing touches and the
Robert D. Clark to convene public
new I2-story coed residence hall will be ready for use by SJS
hearings to examine all charges
students. The $4 million structure is located between the existin order to substantiate or dising men’s and women’s halls.
prove them.
"If any of these charges are
substantiated, we will demand immediate corrective uetion and a
continuing program to ensure that
such abuses do not arise in the
future," he said.
President Clark has scheduled
More than 125 courses are being .;11.11,!.
mathe- a hearing this morning at 11:30
mitt
:es
and
nursing.
offered by the SJS Extension
Most of the classes begin the
Sersices for the fall semester.
week of September 25. The fee
The Extension Course program
for the courses, most of which are
is designed to bring a variety of offered for two or three semester
college courses to the residents units, is $16.50 per unit.
Further information about the
of the San Francisco and MonSJSC Extension Program for the
terey Bay regions.
fall semester may be obtained
Ninety-three classes are schedfrom the Extension Services, Bid.
uled in Santa Clara County, 20 in
X, 319 So. Fifth Street, or by callMonterey County, right in San
ing 294-6414, ext. 2211.
Mateo County and six in Santa
Cruz County. Other courses will
be offered its the need arises.
GALLERY OF TRIBAL
A sampling of the extension proARTS & CRAFTS
gram shows courses in art, music
education and political science in
San Mateo; mathematics, english,
American Colonial history, psychology and Spanish in Los Altos;
guidance, reading, social science
SOCCer.,0"
and physical education in Cuper175 S. 1st St.
tino.

,
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Extension Program Offers
Classes in Four Counties

t
the discrimination allegations relating to SJS at
Hearings were held Mont to
concerning housing, told yesterday
in regard to fraternities, student
government and student organizat ions.
The AFT is calling ha- a positive program to see that the enrollment of students Irom minority
groups at SJS is systematically
increased.

Late Registration
Registration for classes in the
ASB’s Experimental College program is continuing in the College
Union on Ninth Street.
This year’s program includes
more than 14 classes, each taught
in a completely informal atmos:there by interested faculty and
students.
A general meeting of all interested students will be held in
Morris Dailey Auditorium at 7:30
Tuesday night. Students who have
not registered by that time will
be invited to do so at the general
meeting.

,

ACSCP Raps
American Plans
In Asian War
The

Association

\V.
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Classes Still Available
Vacancies still exist in the following General EducetIon classes end seltipns,
reports Dr. Edward J. Harrinfgon, Dean of Untiergroduet Studies. Studien*
should go fo departmental offices to make arrangements for gutting into Awn.

California Course (No. 2. Title)
Time (s) & Day(s)
follow- Biol. 60-( Lab)
7.30 M; 7:30 F
9:30 TTH
ing in the footsteps of the Am- Biol. 60-(Lec)
2:30 MW, 2:30 TTH
erican Federation of Teachers, has Biol. 65- (Lab)
Biol. 65-(Lec)
12:30 M
condemned the war in Vietnam.
Bet 1 -(Lab) 7:30, 2:30 MW; 2:30 TTH
Its a resolution passed last Bot. 1-(Lec)
1:30 MF
week, the ACSCP denounced Am- Chen,. IA
7:30, 10.30, 3:30 MWF
erican war policy, saying, "mas- Engl. 111 11:30, 2:30 MWF; 12:00 TTH
sive allocations of resources have
7:00 p.m. TTH
drawn the country away from conIA
2:30 MWF
Econ.
structive pursuits, including edu2:30 MWF
Econ. 1B
cation."

Course (No. & Title)

of

State College Professors,

Representing some 3,200 state
college professors, the association’s
condemnation of the war marks
the first time it has stepped beyin-otnod f otrheel
its influence
gns(pc7elscyo.f

Phy Sc. 20A (Lic)
Phy Sc. 20A (Lab)
,

Prin Phy Sc. 208 (Loc) 7:30 WF; 2:30
Print Phy Sc. 208 (Lab)
10:30, 1:30 W
10:30, 2.30 TM
Phy Sc. 30 (Led
7:30 TWF; 9:30 W:

101 -(Lab)
10I-(Lec)
107 -(Lab)
102-(Lec)

TH

NatikRIME

Extra point:
ti

THE WEIGHTLESS
ALBATROSS

These are only a few courses
in the program which covers subjects from art, business and coun-

San Jose 294-2514
opeo 10 a.m.-I0 p.m. daily

0/24/ ivc7i, caite’
?he RbadRunae is alyour P4/motifhPeale,8-.
this Gant oxford...

button-down...

holds its press...

permanently

7Ae new Plymouth RoadRunner
now at you, Plymouth Pea/el
whete the heatgoes on.

PRINTING
DUPLICATING
AND

50 COPIES
$2"
(81/2 x 11 One Side, Including Paper)
Other quantities and sires proportionately economical

Press! Not: throw away the iron- this-O-olo-rful Gant oxidic! button-downTO-alled
Not) will hold its original pressed-in look-washing after washing. The fabric: Gant’s own
ingenious blend of polyester and cotton. Tailored with singular precision -patently’
’ Gant. Trim Hugger body. In cinnamon, white and blue. About $9 at discerning stores.

WHILE YOU WAIT
(About

10 Minutes)

Globe Printing Co.
( INSTA-PRINT DIVISION I
1445

SOUTH FIRST ST.

8:30 WF; 9:30 TTli
7:30, 10.30 POO:
8:30, 11:30, 2:30 Ms
7:30, 12:30 114

Sc. Ed. 10 (Lec)
7:30, 12:30, 2:30 T;
7:30, 10:30, 12:30, 2;30 TN;
2:30 TTH
8:30, 11:30, 5:30 Mg
10:20 F
11:30, 2:30, 5:30W; 8:30, 11:30 F
2:30 MW
9:30 M Sc. Ed. 11 (Lee)
8:30, 10:30 Ts
8:30, 2:30 TH; 11:30W
7:30 M; 230 T;
Geol. 14--(Labi
Sc. Ed. 120 (Lim)
10:30 TV/3
7:00 p.m. T; 700
:.
p.m W;
10:30, 2:30
7:30, 1:30 F
Geol. 1A-(Lec) 10:30 MW; 830 TW Phil 160
12:30, 2:00 TTH; 7:00 k4
Geol. 54
1:30 MWF; 12:30 TTH
12:30 MWF Phil 59
Hist. 4A, B
Most sections still open Phil 106
2:00 TTH; 11:30 MWF
Phi: Ill
9:30 TTH
Pol. Sci. 1E0
7:30 MWF
Phil 154
11:30 MWF
Pol. Sc.i 1E2
9:30, 11:00 TTH
Phil 158
11:00 TM
70
2:00 TPF
830, 12:30, 230 MWF Phil 190
8:00 TTH; 9:30 TIN; 7:00 p.m. T Phil 191
2:00 T

’Ent.
Ent.
Ent.
Ent.

Political Science Professor Roy
Young, one of the six of the 27member ACSCP state council to
vote against the resolution, said
he believes taking a stand on ,
foreign policy tends to weaken the,
organization.
Two SJS professors voting for
the resolution
Dr. Robert C.
Wrede and Dr. .1;:mes Clark.

Tirnfx) a Oaths)
2.30 MWF

thy Sc. I

S I-I I I=R

Sold at:

ts..1 .acb.

MANN HAUS

/

MOSHER’S LTD.

PHONE 295-6911
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.1.11111121110%
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When placing a
classified ad
remember:
I. List the price. Many
prospective buyers
will not be interested
in an article without
knowing the price.
2. Make sure you are
home on the days you
advertise. If you will
be home only in the
mornings or a ft ernoons, indicate it in
your ad.
3. Don’t omit or abbreviate important words
to save money. Ads
that are easy to understand get the best
results.
4. If you are placing a
Help Wanted ad,
make sure you state
whether the job is
paid by salary or commission.
5. It will take two days
for your ad to appear
in print. Be sure to
give yourself enough
time.
You can get results
with a Spartan Daily
Classified Ad. Place
your ad today in JC206. Hours: MWF
10:30 to 1:00 and
2:00 until 3:30. TTh
11:00 to 12:00 and
2:00 until 3:30.

SPARTAN
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CLASSIFIEDS
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Vietnamese To Study English Here
Under Teachers Training Program
Nine Vietnamese students arrived on campus this week to participate in intensive Eng I ish
courses during the fall semester.
Four women and five men are
studying under this program,
sponsored by the Agency for International Development I AID
and are expected to be eligible
for regular college work by
spring semester.
These Vietnamese students,
many of whom haven’t completed
their degree work, are teachers
in their own country. Through
improving their English while
studying in the U.S., they will
be able to continue to advanced
work related to education.
Cooperation (St the Vietnamese
and United States governments,
plus the added sponsorship of
the Teachers Training Program
has made this program possible.
Five other state colleges are part:cipating in the program: Sacramento, Fresno, Long Beach, San
Diego and San Luis Obispo.
The women are living at the
Catholic Women’s Center and the
rn is are staying at a boarding

Students Needed
To Aid Child, 13
Mrs. Dorothy Arnold, SJS student, needs volunteer patterners
to aid in the rehabilitation of
her 13-year-old child, Brenda.
Under the Doman - Delacato
method of rehabilitating handicapped children, patterners manipulate the head and limbs of
the child in a crawling motion,
to imprint the action on the
brain so that it may be repeated.
Patterners need have no experience in physical therapy.
Mrs. Arnold lives In Spartan
City. The patterning is performed in four-minute time
spans, four times daily.
The hours are: 10 a.m., 10:40,
11:15 and 11:50. It is not necessary to stay for the full sequence. Mrs. Arnold would appredate anyone who can do one
four minute pattern one day a
week. Her phone nnmher is 2864869.

house at 76 So. 11th St. When
the students arrived over the
weekend they were the guests of
various families in the area.
"The Vietnamese students,"
comments Dr. Phillip Persky,
foreign student adviser, "have

been delighted with the warm reception they received from their
host families and the students.
"The good reports passed onto
them from the first group was
an important factor in how much
they anticipated coming here."

FOR YOUR FAVORITE

BRANDS

BRAS
LINGERIE
LEOTARDS

GIRDLES
PANTIE GIRDLES
HOSIERY
TIGHTS

WE GIVE BLUE CHIP STAMPS
FIRST NATIONAL CHARGE

CONVENIENT PARKING VALIDATED
MASTER CHARGE
BANKAMERICARD

65 W. SANTA CLARA ST.
SAN JOSE

First Weekend Co-Rec To Feature
Swimming, Volleyball and Badminton
The first event of the Weekend Co-Rec Program sponsored
by the SJS Recreation Department will be held Saturday in
the Women’s and Men’s Gyms.
The program lasts from 12:30
to 4:30 every Saturday afternoon.
Regular activities include volleyball and badminton in PER
101 A, B; basketball in the Men’s
Gym and the Mini -Gym, and
swimming in the Women’s Gym
pool from 1 to 4. Towels and
lockers are provided in the Men’s
and Women’s locker rooms.
Director of the 1967-68 Weekend Co-Rec Program is Rich
Gonzales, senior recreation major.
"Weekend Co-Rae is the place
to let off your pounds and the
week’s tension," says Gonzales.
This year he plans to have a
special event about every five
weeks. Last year there was only
one scheduled, and it was canceled. The possibilities listed by
Gonzales are a scuba diving clinic,
a ski clinic, all -college tournaments and a wine-tasting tour.
Student body card or faculty
identification is all that is needed
for use of facilities and equipment.

OF

PHONE 293-2815

Weekend Co-Rae is financed by
student fees and has a salaried
staff, says Gonzales, but not
enough students know about it
to take advantage of what they
paid for.

’.AN

JOSE

65W. SANTA CIAIIA ST

To Be &try On Campus...
You Should Be Panted By Us

rw

11117
DAY’S

’Activities Night’
A display of campus organizations, and dancing to the music
of "Anthony and the Barons" will
be featured in "Activities Night",
tonight from 8 to 10. The event,
to be held in WG 101, is sponsored by the College Union Program Board. It is free of charge
..

4.qpk.77,0,A.04.1.1144FRAMIIIINISN

HENRY’S OAK ROOM
Featuring White Oak Wood
Bar-B -Q Steaks -- Spare Ribs
r

Chickens

TA’’"AlIpmp41,M1

Dinners 5 p.m.’ II pin.

MOS1 ER’S LTD. is Back -to-College Headquar
a big selection of
ters for DAY’S Pants. V.
plaids and solids in all the popular fall colors
with fine tailoring and traditional styling.
At MOSHER’S 1.’1’1). DAY’S pants come in 49
sizes to fit everyone from the Seven Dwarfs to
the Jolly Green Giant. From $8.95 they fit
anyones’ pocketbook as well. Conie on in and
try a pair and you’ll know why we carry DAY’S
as our Penn Crease Pants.

cocktails 2
945 The Alameda

MOSHER’S LTD. IS HONORED TO BE SELECTED ONE OF THE In STORES IN THE
UNITED STATES TO PARTICIPATE IN ESQUIRE MAGAZINE’S

298-3636

"BEST DRESSED MAN ON CAMPUS AWARD"
The winner will be sent to New Yorkall expenses paid. Be a member of the Esquire
college board for 1968. Be photographed and appear in an issue of Esquire. Receive a
free coordinated outfit.

2 FASHION CONSCIOUS JUNIORS
WITH SOME EXPERIENCE SELLING WOMEN’S WEAR FOR

Get details and sign up at any of our three shops. Also pick tip your free copy of Esquire’s
Back -To-College Fashion Guide For 1968.

ONE OF SAN JOSE’S BETTER SPCIALTY STORES FEATURING LEADING BRANDS OF INTIMATE APPAREL. GOOD

fflosRer’s fit

SALARY, IF YOU THINK YOU QUALIFY, AND CAN WORK
A REASONABLE AMOUNT OF HOURS

COME AND

SEE US. JUDDS OF SAN JOSE, 65 W. SANTA CLARA ST.

CAMPUS SHOP 3rd & SAN FERNANDO STREETS also TOWN &
COUNTRY VILLAGE, SAN Il?SE & OLD TOWN, LOS GATOS

STUDENT CHARGE ACCOUNTSGET YOUR OWN MOSHER’S LTD. CREDIT CARD

Out of Stock New and Used Books Arriving Daily
(New and
Used Books
4.1 0 0
Used Books 25% cheaper than
new.

Two Locations to serve you.
Validated Parking at CBD
Parking Lot near main store on
San Fernando.
Full refund* with receipt until
October 6th.

New Books for all your classes.
Convenient Hours:
Today through Thursday
8 a.m. to 9 p.m.
Friday 8 a.m. to 6 p.m.
Saturday 9 a.m. to 6 p.m.
Checks accepted for all purchases.
We honor BankAmericard and
Master Charge.

california book co., ltd.
134 e. san fernando
and
457 e. san carlos

-hoc

long
star

a.t Writ.

Generation, a group of eight
boys and girls formed by Mathis
for his concert appearances,
share the bill with the singer,

ft-mm.0s Mathis’
songs, "Misty."
cc, i0rful. Wonderful," -Gina,"
,11,1 -Chances Are." Our Young

Ili...IL I 1--tIBVC

night.
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Johnny NA,-,.!.Ys, Young Generation at Circle Star

FIRST AT SAN CARLOS
DIAL 294.4200

win Drum Maiors Lead SJS Band
In Semester’s Half-Time Presentations
By RHYSA DA V is
Spartan Daily Staff Writer

As long as there is a Music
Department at San Jose State,
we shall have music.

yithIsick-4421
THE
STADIUM
SHIFT
Join the team in Arthro’s
latest rage for the great outdoors
... The Stadium Shift!
It’s warm and wonderful!
1.no I ny Ion reprocessed wool
Na%

%ith brassy from zipper,

buttomilown pockets, cuffs,
sizes 5.13.

$20.00
CAMPUS
SHOP, 52
NECOND FLOOR

The all male San Jose State
Marching Band has been practicing since September 11. and
will pet -form this Saturday evening at the football pre-game
and half-time show, which takes
place at Spartan Stadium at 8.
With 144 marching musicians
this year. the Spartan Marching
Band ranks as one of the largest
college marching groups in the
West.
Featuring a brassier sound
this season, the band will emphasize the concept of increased
field sound through the dominant
use of brass instruments, unusual in Western college bands.
Leading the group as they approach the Spartan football field
will be twin drum majors, Glen
Ishiwata and Bob Neff.
This week’s pre-game show
will feature the theme, "Colors
in Review." Songs played during
this section will be in the nature of American patronage
pieces.
The half-tIme show will feature a three-minute fireworks
display, and Sandy Germaine,
award -winning baton twirler.
Miss G e r m a ine has been
named in "Who’s Who in Baton
Twirling" every year since 1953,
and has won several national
twirling titles. She was selected
as Miss San Jose State last
year.
Another attraction at Spartan
football games are the 12 dance
team members of the female
counterpart to the band, known
as the Band -Aides.
Suzie Seydel, Band -Aide choreographer, said that this year’s
corps will perform before audiences better than ever before.
A new addition to this year’s
color in the Band will be the
new uniforms of the color guard,
a group which heralds the band
as they approach the field.
Larry Marks, public relations
director, remarked. "The directors of the band feel that this
Is the finest group of musicians
- -that we have ever- had,"
The band will perform at all
the home games and is currently trying to make arrangements
to perform at the Super Bowl
in Miami, Florida.

Marching Band
Now On Record

NEW
nd
USED /

Who says San Jose Staters
have no spirit? Do you know the
school songs? The best way to
learn them or even to hear them
is on the new "Marching Spartans" album.
This record is a combination
of four years works of the
directed
by
marching band
Roger Muzzy, band director, according to Larry Marks, band
public relations director.

the University of Texas of El Paso at Spartan
Stadium at 8 p.m. Admission is 50 cents with
a student body card and 81.00 for visitors.

’TEN -HUT
The San Jose State Marching
Band will feature a variety of musical pieces at
this Saturday’s football game when SJS plays

ACT To Present
Four Productions
Of Hamlet Plays
The American Conservatory
Theatre has announced that it
will present the first in a projected series of foul "Hamlet"
productions under the direction
of William Ball.
The first production, titled
"Elsinore," is scheduled to join
the repertory next March. The
three additional productions will
enter the repertory during the
next two years. The completed
tetralogy will be called "The
Prince of Denmark."
The first, second and fourth
productions will use Shakespeare’s text. The third is a new
play, "rosencrantz and Guildenstern Are Dead," by Thomas
Stoppard, currently being performed in London,
Ball stated that "we’ve decided to call the wolk we’re doing on Shakespeare’s text by a
different name tElsimoret since
this.will not be a traditional production."
The initial production will be
followed later next year by a
traditional "Hamlet." The third
production of the series, "Rosencrantz and Guildenstern Are
Dead," will open on a date still
to be determined.
The fourth and final part of
the tetralogy is called "The Bare
Bodkyn" and will he contemporary in style. Ball described it
as "extremely fragmented and
imbued with all the absurdities,
eccentricities and manic uncertainties of modern life."
"Twelfth Night," which opens
ACT’s 40-week season October
31 at the Geary Theatre, and
"Elsinore" will be the only two
new productions directed by Ball
this season.
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Mental Errors Costly
To Spartan Gridders

Water Polo Ace

Hind Not Supersized
By GARY BENJAMIN
SJS and promptly took All-AmSpartan Daily Sports Writer
erican honors in water polo in his
Size doesn’t mean a thing to sophomore year.
I
For the competitor, water polo
Greg Hind.
The SJS All-American water ’ is a very strenuous game demandpoloist packs a lot of determina- ing someone physically in shape
tion and fight in his small 5-11. :Ind Hind didn’t stand idle this
summer, competing in 42 contests
160 lbs. frame.
This past summer the dark- %% ti the national team.
hai-ed junior competed against
Hind and his national teamsome of the top teams and players mates started the summer going
in the Pan American games and undefeated in the Pan -Am games
on a European tour, and W nnepeg.
"We knocked -off Brazil, the tiedespite his size, he was instrumental in a number of victories.! finding champion, 4-3, and Mexico,
"Greg was giving away 30-40 who finished third, 4-2," Hind relbs. playing against some of the ported. Columbia. Cuba, and Canbig men in Europe," head coach ada also fell to the Americans.
Lee Walton said, "but he’s quick,
Following the games. Hind led
the Pan -Am Blue team to a second
a real scraper and fighter."
"Due to his size he uses sheer place finish in the AAU Nationals
determination and fight to com- in Chicago with a 5-1 record.
pete against the bigger players,",
Hind and his compatriots found
Walton remarked. "He’s a
cal the competition a bit stiffer in
1 Europe, losing their first two condedicated player to the game
Hind first began swimming com- tests to Italy, 4-3 and Rumania,
petitively in his freshman year at 5-3, The Americans went on to
Await High School in Mountain win the next 18 encounters before
View. He’s been a water polo en- coming back to the States.
thusiast ever since.
"We had the speed over the
After a year at Foothill
’ bigger European players," Hind .
the Los Altos resident came to , said, "but the Europeans have1

more experience, playing the game
longer. This is something we will
have to work at if we’re going to
win. They respect our speed,
though."
Being able to play all summer,
Hind says he’s in great shape fur
the long road to the national
championships at SJS. He eyes
the California. Stanford and UCLA
squads as the toughest on the
schedule.
Next year, being an Olympic
year, the 21 -year old Spartan has
his eyes on making the team and
winning a gold medal for the
United States,
The Olympic team try -outs will
be held in Southern California
next summer followed by a threeweek training camp at Los Alamitos. Eleven players will make
the trip to Mexico after another
three-week high -altitude training
session in Denver. Colo.
"On or off the field Hind is a
real competitor." Walton commented. "He works hard in his
classes and does a good job. He’s
maybe mean in the water, but
he’s a real gentleman out of the
water."

Hind one of the two smallest men
ALL-AMERICAN Greg
on the SJS varsity water polo squad, is one of the top players
in the nation. His speed, agility and determination makes up
for what he lacks in size.

Every college football team , the offensive line and backfield."
Anderson believed that the menmakes a large number of mental 1
tal mistakes were due to inexerrors during the first game of a
perience, not effort. This is esI season, especially a young team pecially true on the starting
like SJS, but the trick is to corn- offensive team as the three runnth them when they don’t count. ning hacks, tight end and center
The so-called "Luck of the all played their first varsity game
Irish" definitely did not happen at ’rempe.
;a; the Spartans Saturday night
when they fell before Arizona
LIMITED EXPERIENCE
State’s three touchdown rally.
Tackle John Taylor and guard
Coach Harry Anderson’s grid- Rich Watts were playing new posiders made too many crucial mis- tions, so only Mike Tompkins, Lee
takes when the game’s outcome Evans, Roy Hall and Holman were
hinged on the play.
playing with experience.
A fumble deep in Sun Devil terThe foursome of Walt Shockley,
ritory gave ASU its first lead of Clarence Kelly, Mike Scrivner and
the game. In the fourth period, a Glenn Massingale will definitely
pass interception ruined the rally- gain some large chunks of turf
ing Spartans’ comeback plans. But once the offense begins to jell as
it could also be argued that the a unit.
ASU defense created these breaks
Anderson was impressed by his
with its rugged play.
defense’s performance and is confident that it will hold its own
ERRORS COSTLY
against any of the Spartans’ 1967
Errors in execution were the foes.
real cause for the Spartan loss.
The defense’s toughest challenge
"We just made too many mis- of the season will probably come
takes on simple play execution," Saturday when University of TexAnderson said, adding "we missed as at El Paso comes to town.
a lot of assignments, especially on
The Miners have found some
offense. Our timing WaS off in both capable running backs to go with
passer Billy Stevens, although emphasis is still on the passing game.

CIGS

RECORD AT STAKE

2 Bars Ivory Soap

5c

Ajax Cleanser

Sc

The Texans threw 45 aerials
last week while trouncing UC Santa Barbara, 50-14.
Stevens has a chance to break
Jerry Rhome’s NCAA total pass’ ing yardage record against the
Spartans, so SJS’s defensive backs
will he a busy bunch Saturday
, evening.
Anderson h ,pes to stop the
; Miners’ passing attack with the
Ibest method discovered so fara
; strong pass rush.
The SJS mentor plans to have
,
Stevens lying on his back most
of the evening with the Spartan
front linemen putting him there,
although the words he used to
describe the act of violence were
a bit stronger.

29c

11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111a

Kleenex

15’

10c
5c

3 Hershey Bars
2 Rolls Toilet Paper

10c

1 Roll Jumbo Towels 19c
24c

1 Box Cheer Soap

Crest large size

One Item With Minimum
Purchase of $2

SAN JOSE’S NEWEST DRIVE-1N

1582 S

UTH FIRST

CASH
DISCOUNT
ON MAJOR
BRAND
GASOLINE
Puritan Oil Co.
4th & William
6th & Keyes

SUNNYVALE

FOR YOUR PLEASURE

10th & Taylor
13th & Julian

Intramurals

1065 East El Camino

Featuring World Famous A & W Root Beer
and the Delicious Burger Family...

FOOTBALL

FALL SPORTS
Signup will be taken for tennis,
2 -man volleyball, and the "Little
500" bicycle race starting Tuesday
and the deadline for tennis en’tries is Friday, Sept. 29.

BULLETIN!
THE BOOK STORE IS NOW FEATURING
THE ONE BOOK YOU’LL USE FOR
ALL COURSES
Save yoursc!E from crippling errors in reports and
theme writing. Save time and avoid the tedium of
cc. -ecting mistakes.

REDWOOD CITY
709 Woodside Road

Equip yours:lc now with a permanent lifesaver by
buying the one desk dictionary that won’t let you
redown. It’s Webster’s Seventh New Collegiate
quired or recommended by your English department.

1243 Middlefie.ld Road
1280 El Camino

This is the only Webster with the guidance you need
in spelling and punctuation. It’s the latest. It includes 20,000 new words and new meanings.

Two Frosty
Good for up to
Root Beer
A&W
Cold Mugs of
friend.
for you and a

FIRST iT
1582 SOUTH
GOOD ONLY AT
1967
24
S,Dt
th, 5,,ndny
ORDERS.
FOR "70 GONOT GOOD
Efiroviremram-rtrrrevvrireffortvvorrarormarivran

E

Football team entries are due
Friday and a team captain and
sport manager meeting will be
held Monday at 3:30 p.m. in
MG 201, according to Intramural
Director Dan Unruh.
An officials clinic will meet Monday a 4 p.m. in MG 201.
Independent league action begins Wednesday. Sept. 27 and fraternity play the following afternoon.

302 North Fair Oaks
1044 West El Camino

a

Owning your own copy is much easier and avoids the
hazards of guessing. So pick up this new dictionary
now at the bookstore for just $6.75 indexed. It will
still be n lifesaver ten years from now.
GET YOUR OWN COPY TODAY.

WEBSTER’S SEVENTH NEW COLLEGIATE
You’ll recognize it by the bright red jacket.

Only wASIC-Car-cis
Taken at Game

MUSIC BOX
OPENING WEEK SPECIAL

NEW GOLDEN HITS
FROM DOT RECORDS giotfi
NOW ON SALE
YOUR
CHOICE

50

THE BEST OF
BILLY VAUGHN
Includes: Sail Along Sily’ry Moon, Melody Of Love,
Blue Hawaii, The Shifting Whispering Sands-Part
Two, Orange Blossoms Special.. .and more.

San Jotre State (Ampler or
RHO

EPS11.4AN

(National Real Estate Fraternit )
present,

Varsity basketball aspirants for
the 1967-68 snason will meet with
head coach Danny Glines today at
3:30 p.m. in room MG 202,
The Spartans will be sparked
by returning lettermen Robert
Durand, Tim Holman, Jim Meyer,
Robert South. and Don McConnell.
Top performers up from last
year’s freshman team are center
Coby Dietrick and guard Dave
Malkin.
Dietrick, 6-9 and 195 pounds,
was the leading frosh scorer last
season.

sJ’AWI’AN

JOSEPH EICHLER
!teams ii home-builder :
"I try everythingI’m never satisfied."
TOMORROW, SAN JOSE HYATT HOUSE
AT 7:30 p.m.
EVERYONE W EECOMK!!

Harriers Set
For Opener

THE BEST OF
LAWRENCE WELK
includes: Calcutta, Baby Elephant Walk. Moon River,
Last Date, Runaway. Bubbles In The Wine, Yellow
Bird, Scarlett O’hara.. .and other greats.
15 HITS OF
PAT BOONE
Includes: Moody River, Love Letters In The Sand.
April Love. Friendly Persuasion, Anastasia. Don’t
Forbid Me, A Wonderful Time Up There.. and others

Our to riecessilt for gate 1.011.tn.!, simplification, and a "gross
misuse of registration packet..."
only ASH cards will be honored
Saturday: night at the football
game, announced Jerry Vroom.
assistant director of athletics.
Sitter students will have two
days to pay their fees prior to
the SJS-Texas Western game,
those who want to attend the
game will have ample Mir to
obtain their ASH card, Vroom
sald.
Students holding ASH cards
may enter Spartan Stadium only
on 10th street (East Gate).
Reserved seat tickets at $4 and
general admission at $3 may be
purchased at the SJS Student
Affairs Office On campus, Moshers Limited at Town and
Country Village, third and San
Fernando streets and Old Town
in Los Gatos, Dan Caputo Co.,
202 Lewis Rd.. and Carroll and
Bishop, 10 E. Santa Clara St.

Prospective
Basketballers
Meet Today

\\ vilite’4a.Y...Sel)19,,tber -X. lob?

A’

It Go

,

-BILLY VAUGHN

THE ORIGINAL HITS
GOLDEN INSTRUMENTALS
Includes 12 Golden Hits: Wipe Out.: The Surfaris.
Sleepwalk; Santo dr Johns,. Pipeline; The Chantays,
Teen Beat; Sandy Nelson and II other greats.

98 SOUTH THIRD STREET
SAN JOSE
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK

Steady improvement is the word
out of the cross-country camp as
the S,IS crew prepare for the
season opener Saturday at the
Long Beach Invitational.
Coach Ted Banks ran his squad
through time triaLs Saturday and
reported times "very comparable
to last year."
On a four-mile campus course
Darold Dent led all runners with
a 21:44.5 time. Dave Funderburk
was second at 22:08 followed by
Ted Lydon six seconds later.
Other Spartans included in the
top seven were Erich Russell, 4th;
Pete Santos, 5th; Charlie August,
6th; and Dave Sarni, 7th.
All seven harriers will run at
the Long Beach meet with the
possible exception of Santos who
has a sore foot. Banks will conduct a run-off this afternoon to
Ill the hole left by Santos.

MORE NEW AND USED
BOOKS ARE AVAILABLE
AT

SPARTAN BOOK STORE
LARGEST SUPPLY OF USED TEXT BOOKS
25% OFF ON USED TEXTS
CONVENIENT LOCATION
RIGHT ON CAMPUS
BOOKS FOR ALL CLASSES
GUARANTEED RETURNS
UNTIL OCTOBER 6th
(WITH CASH REGISTER RECEIPT)

Spartan Bookstore
"right on campus"

Win this Muntz
car tape STEREO-PAK
frorn
LEVI’S.
GFt0DI

Just push in the cartridge for stereo music right in
your car! Tapes play continuously
switch tracks at
the push of a lever. Complete with two speakers, it’s
the stereo Levi’s Guys use! Not a contest. Noihing
to buy. Just stop by of:

San Antonio Center, Mountain View
Valley Fai. Center Shop Monday Through

Shop Monday - Thursday until 9:30 p.m.
Friday until 9:30 pm., Saturday until 5:30 p.m.

Read and Use

SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIED ADS
For Convenience and Profit

SJS’s McCann, Tutko Probe
Drug Use Among Teenagers

Class openings for all may,..J
still exist in Model United Nations, a two-unit U.N. delis iv
workshop, according to temporary
chairman Ken Henderson.
Registration for the Pol. Set, 11;10
course will be held in the puil ii
administrators, presents current mil science office or at the fir
factual information on the teen - .!.iss meeting Wednesday, Sept. 27
1231i.
Age diug abuse problem and makes "
zgest ions for effective actions
iihools.
It WilS shown last spring or
XTEII, with whom McCann was
iislet- contract.
Your Deputy" pictures law entorcement officers as communit
ielpers interested in the welfare
ANNOUNCEMENTS (1)
it teenagers. The show skill lie
:clocast on KTEll this fall as part
FRIENDS OF amERJCAN FRIENDS
iit the second grade social studies

Tutko worked wit. Mrs. Jean
Aron, psychologist for San Jose ’
:Health Department and member <if
’ the Council on Drug Abuse.
A total of 2,500 students
I polled in the survey, conducted :..
the Council on Drug Abuse, undid
’ the sponsorship of the health it partment.
The study also showed a high,
drug use among Middle and mai,
middle class students than amon.
McCann produced and directed lower economic groups.
McCann’s program "It’s Hap
two programs. "It’s Happening"
will be
and Your Deputy", is
available for showing in schools
arid karious agencies. The programs were developed with the
cooperation of the Santa Clare
L’ounty Office of Education and
the comity -owned sdittion KTEII.
Channel 34 staff.
Dr. Thorns Talk. professor ot
\11:Iik\k’S 1’,1 11 DING
psychology. conducted a survey ot
510
.
\\ \ ClAli.1
two representative Santa Clara
County high schools which con \\ .11I,11
iii ’d that up to 21; per cent of
DRIVE -1N FREE PARKING
and senior high school slit have used liv. I drugs. Dr.

The rising incidence of drug use
among teenagers was explored last
spring by two SJS professors.
working separately under two governmental agencies.
Frank T. McCann, associate professor of speech, received an
award of appreciation from Santa
Clara County Sheriff Charles J.
Prelsnlk for his work in behalf of
law enforcement and preventing
teenage drug abuse.

chalimen and members.
mu to
Meeting open to all students interested in dentistry and dental
hygiene.
TOMORROW
Rh.. Epsilon, National Real Estate Fraternity, 7:30 p.m., San
Jose Hyatt House, No, 1st, S.J.,
guest speaker Joseph Eichler, rehomehuilder - innovator
k no wn

LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS
)
17.FWGINrAl;:soargam--i
-

AUTOMOTIVE 121

I
1-7-7.3
-

I

1960 BSA 650 CC. Recer
1155 F
a Rte .

SCREEN BLOCK 2Se/.3 OFF
WHILE THEY LAST

Ss MGA ROADSTER. $50r,

HELP WANTED 14/

throughout Northern California.
Angel Flight, 6:30 p.m., Chapel,
pledge initiation will take place in
the Chapel at 0:30. A business
meeting will follow.
Christian Science Organization,
5:30 p.m., Chapel of Reconciliation,
Corner of 10th and San Carlos,
across from the Men’s Dorms. All
are welcome!

SERVICES OD-,vice. Call 251-2598,
delivery +
ol
dtnt rates.
TV’S FOR RENT. SE
$8 per rrEVELYN’S CUSTOM JEWELRY. Handicrafts, repairs & bead strnging. Earrings custom made. 121 S. 1st St, 2864893.
PORTABLE STENORETTE -Versatile 11
with mike, carrying case, rechargabla
battery. charger and AC power pack.
Like new, $150, paid 5250. Call 2412787.

, arby Girl

J

HELP IS NEEDED

EXTRA HOOTS? TURN
11.85

41.111114

Action Iris been filed
i
t rustees of the
State Colleges, Chancellor Glenn
S. Diimke and SJS President Dr
Robert D. Clark by a deposed
tbnin if San Jose State College.
Dr. John W. Gilhaugh, who was
demoted to a professor in education last year, is seeking a job
"commensurate with his qualifications" and reimbursement for
salary loss and other remuneration which he says exceeds 50,000
a year.
The action was Blvd in Santa
Fla ’a Countk Superior Court on
July 27. The case is scheduled for
hearing Oct. 10.
Gilbaugh claims the reassignment was unlawful and in %iotation of the State Education Code
which "does not permit the reassignment of a chief executive
officer in the state college systm
Ii) an academic position at a toss
in salary and other remunetations
in excess if $6,000 per annum."
Copies of the suit WVIV served
July 27 on Norman L. Epstein,
le ,
for the system, while
met at SJS.
i:. his suit Gilbaugh charges:
,efendants herein at no time
definitely charged the plaintiff
herein with any failure whatsoek-er in the performance of his
duties . . . or in any other high
administrative (Alive held by the
plaintiff from time to time."
Dr. Gilhaugh’s attempt last year
to regain his post was denied by
an imperils panel of trustees.

I’M:acres international, Exeelitive
Board, 6:00 p.m., Business Meeting, 7:00 p.m., J.C. 221.
Tau Delta PM, 7:30 p.m.. Cafe]
teria A, lirst meeting of the semester: coffee served.
Pre - Dental Club, 7:00 p.m.,
Science Room S-242. organizational meeting for sel-ction of man -

Spartan Daily Classifieds

MAKE YOUR OWN rOOKSH ELF

Former Dean Sues
Clark, Trustees;
Asks ’Equal Job’

Spartaguide

Class Openings
In U.N. Workshop

W’ednesday, September 20, 1967

A-SPARTAN IMPLY

To Place

-1 GIRL-GOOD COOK. Dinner mealier
J,
f free food, no dishes, apply:
House. 146 S. 10th. 298-1

mar,’ non indiur

PETE SEEGER

an ad:

work in nurser.
.d & S,..1r, Close tc
j
286.0883 af15 p.m.

2 GIRLS PART

Than,, Sept. 23-0:::0 p.m.
SAN JOSE
CIVIC A.1.1DrfORIUM
Proceeds to the San Jose
Pr dcr. C,n1or

ASSIST

"
Admission $2.50

$3.00 end ’;i3.7’3. Tickes on sale at San Jose
Box Office, 40 West San Carlos, CV 5-0888.

Call at

,

major. $450-$1’
Gowen 961.1111.

Classified Adv.
r
MWF

BABYSITTERS NEEDED.
_

Cath theRcalaltrni-/
atyoot Ry7ickwhP2--Ver1/4:s.

IN

ENGINEERS

29E, 44,’

WE WILL HIRE 2 part time
men this week as salaried
inside snles representatives
Office. Call for details
LIFE MAGAZINE 298

d FUT SURELY YOU COULD MAKE SOME EXCEPTION
IN AN EMERGENCYVI

..pperrlass
I+ bonus)
in our S.J.

CLASSIFIED RATES
To buy, sell, rent or
announce anything.
lust fill out and clip
this handy order
blank.

5433

HOUSING IS)
GIRLS ONLY. HAD last minute c
Intisr -peeing% for yo
room & r i .. Wee Terrace, 177 S.
295-969

MOUNTAIN TOP. OCEAN yin. 40
.5,05 1RJ-id...sods one boor drive south
S.F. Pri, $42.000. $10 000 ^_ms’’, down.
Write Agent-. P.O. Box 152 Sanm Cu:,,
ov.,Inds _(4081 377-4357.
Cnlif
2 GIRLS NEEDED

BREAKING

71;e new Rymoah Rork/ Runner
flOh’ yout POnouth Dealer,
whete the 4v4t.96w.s .

’

iroorn
. 148

CONTRACT

TRANQUIL

FEMALE ROOMM 4"E
.2
534.

3
4
5
6

Send to: Spartan Daily
CLASSIFIEDS
1206. San lose State
College, San lose
Calif 95114.

PART TIME EXPERIENCED ....Oar. Cr.,
I
.
Call 969

755

Minimum

Three lines
One time

.

SENIOR GIRL NEEDS 2 of sar,
shnre tr... -.hare luxurious 2 bedroom .
Roynl Lanai. Approximately $55 eai r
N,ed trInsportation. Call C’
295 2294.

7

Add this
amount for
each addi.
tional line

One time

Three times

Fuse times

1.50
2.00
2.50
3.00

2.25
2.75
3.25
3.75

2.50
3.00
3.50
4.00

.50

.50

.50

Print your ad here:
(Count approximately 33 Letters and Spaces
loi Each Line)
Do Not Abbreviate
No refunds possible on canceled ads

CHFCK A
CLASSIFiCATION
;.

lines
lines
lines
lines

Announcements (1)

r: Automotive (2)

until

3:30.

Tuesday & Thursday
11:00 to 12:00 and 2:00 until 3:30

Enclose cash or check. Make
check out to Spartan Daily
Classifieds.

Address

For

days.

City

TWO ROOM al’AFTM,lif
end Ids+ 942

Monday, Wednesday & Friday
10:30 to 1:00 and 2:00

Send in handy order blank.

E. For Sale (3)
Help Wanted (4)
FT Housing (5)
’ Lost and Found (6)
Personals (7)
Services (8)
Transportation (9)
Name

FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED
IFS 5. #6. $40 odd, I
smoker. Hard stddIor

Office - J206

Phone

Phone

294-6414, Ext. 2465

Enclosed is $
Start ad on
10,5,1

Please allow 2 days after placing for ad to appear.

470 SOUTH TENTH STREET
(=yet Acquoinied With . . .

HOPE YOU

LEN, AL, and RALPH

LOSE YOUR SHIRT

Len and Al’s
Barber Shop

BANKAMERICA110
lIfir1/11

470 South 10th St.

STATE ANNEX
470 South

10th

293-9816

MEN’S AND WOMEN’S CLOTHING
Save Up To

50cYo
STORE LOCATIONS
2707 UNION, 2713 UNION CAMBRIAN PARK
470 SOUTH 106 -SAN JOSE

cializing in T-SHIRTS, it’s not to much to ask.

Master Charge

LONG SLEEVE

STATE ANNEX

Well . . . when you’re opening a store spe-

286-1238

BYFORD

And, if you want something else .. . FOOT-

’299 SWEATERS e$998

SHIRTS
FAMOUS MAKER

reg.

BALL JERSEYS, G 0 L F SHIRTS, SWEATSHIRTS OR SOFTBALL JERSEYS-all types,

$6.00

SLEEVELESS

printed or unprinted. A most unusual value
in all sizes and colors.

GENUINE

SWEATERS

r $ 525

LEVIS

$325

reg. $4.98

SUITS 17-$30
reg. $45-$85

NOR CAL T-SHIRTS

WOOLS -HARRIS TWEEDS

SPORT 15-23
reg. to $60
COATS

470

South 10th

293-1230

